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POLISH AVANT-GARDE & THEATRE: 

 

Wieża Babel. Dramat w trzech aktach wierszem [Tower of Babel. Drama in Three Acts in a Row] 

 

A rare version of Antoni Słonimski‘s theater play Wieża Babel was published with a striking avant-garde cover 

in 1927 in Warsaw.  

 

Author: Antoni SŁONIMSKI (1895 –1976). 

Place and Year: Warsaw: F. Hoesick 1927. 

Technique: 8°. 188 pp., [1], with embossed illustrated wrappers (Very Good, wrappers with a light scratch, and 

tiny tears and minor loss of white paper in margins and in the spine). 

Code: 67216 

 

A rare polish theatre play by Antoni Słonimski with a decorative avant-garde illustrated wrappers was published in 

Warsaw in 1927. The premiere of the play, directed by Leon Schiller, was on May 8th, in the same year, at the 
Polish Theatre. 

Antoni Słonimski (1895 – 1976) was a Polish playwright, poet, artist, and journalist, known for his devotion to 

social justice. After living in exile during and after WWII, he returned to Poland in 1951, where became the 

president of the Union of Polish Writers in 1956–1959, during the Polish October.  

The play was published twice in the same year, with one version without the illustrated cover. Both versions are 
very rare.  

 

€550.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/polish-avant-garde-wiez-a-babel-dramat-w-trzech-aktach-wierszem-tower-of-babel-drama-in-three-acts-in-a-row.html


PHOTOMONTAGE:  

 

Profesor Nesnaga ali Konec tirana [Professor Unrat oder Das Ende eines Tyrannen / Der Blaue Engel]. 
 

A Slovenian translation of Heinrich Mann’s Professor Unrat, also known as The Blue Angel through its 

famous movie adaptation, was published in two parts in Ljubljana in 1935 with a unique photomontage cover, 

showcasing Marlene Dietrich and other characters from the movie.  
 

Author: Heinich MANN (1871-1950), author; Mitja ŠVIGELJ, design. 

Place and Year: Ljubljana, Slovenia: Evalit 1935.  

Technique: 2 volumes. 8°. Vol I: pp. 1-96. Vol II: pp. 97-192. Both with original illustrated wrappers, stapled 

(Very Good, a tiny tear in the upper part of the spine of vol. 1). 

Code: 67225 

 

A Slovenian translation of Heinrich Mann’s Professor Unrat was published in two parts in Ljubljana in 1935 with 

a unique photomontage cover, showcasing Marlene Dietrich and other characters from the movie Der blaue Angel, 

based on the novel. 

The cover, illustrated with a photomontage with scenes from the movie Der blaue Engel with Marlene Dietrich, 

was designed by an engineer and architect Mitja Švigelj. Švigelj was active as a designer and photographer, 

running his own studio Mico (also Miko), where his photomontages were developed. In 1940 his works were 

exhibited in the Jakopic pavilion, most important modern art institution in Ljubljana. During WWII he’s also 

recorded as an author of theatrical scenes. After WWII he escaped to Buenos Aires. 

Although a great talent, progressive modern designer and book illustrator, Mitja Švigelj was forgotten after WWII 

in Yugoslavia under the new regime, for his political believes. 

References: OCLC 438663868, 

 

€160.00  

 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/slavica/photomontage-profesor-nesnaga-ali-konec-tirana.html


CRIMEAN TATAR IMMIGRANTS:  

 

Krym [The Crimea]. 
 

A rare edition of the first and only Polish translation of a report on Crimea was made by a minister of foreign 

affairs of the Crimean People's Republic, Cafer Seydamet, at that time staying in exile in Swiss Lausanne, 

demanding, that the League of Nations gives Poland a mandate over the Crimea.  
 

Author: Cafer SEYDAMET QIRIMER (Dżafar SEJDAMET, 1889 - 1960). 

Place and Year: Warsaw: Wydawnictwo Instytutu Wschodniego [Oriental Institute] 1930. 

Technique: Large 8°. XXVII, 169 pp., V, [4] index, errata, folding map and blank page, interleaved full page, 

partly folding black and white plates, original blue printed wrappers (Good, old signature on p. 1, tiny tears in 

margins, spine worn, wrappers slightly stained).  

Code: 67220 

 

This is an uncommon Polish translation of a report on the history of Crimea, made by a minister of foreign affairs 

of the Crimean People's Republic, Cafer Seydamet, living in exile in Lausanne, demanding that the League of 

Nations gives Poland a mandate over Crimea instead of the Bolsheviks. Longer chapters are dedicated to the 

Tatars, the Crimean Karaites (Jewish Community), the Turkic languages spoken and written there, and to Solomon 
Krym (1864–1936), an agronomist and a Crimean Karaite politician. 

Cafer Seydamet Qirimer (Dżafar Sejdamet, 1889 - 1960) was a Crimean politician and a strong opposer of the 

Russian Revolution. After the Bolsheviks took over Crimea, Seydamet escaped through Paris. During WWII he 
supported the Germans taking over the Crimea. He died in Istanbul in 1960. 

The first edition of this text was printed in French in Lausanne in 1921. This is the first and only translation to 
Polish issued 1930 by the Oriental Institute in Warsaw. 

The book is recorded in 6 Polish libraries and 2 institutions abroad (OCLC 1041252202: Université de Genève, 

University of Wisconsin - Madison, General Library System). 

 

€280.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/crimean-tatar-immigrants-krym-the-crimea.html


POPE'S ANTI-COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA:  

 

Proti komunizmu. Okrožnica Pija XI. Divini redemptoris o brezbožnem komunizmu.  

 

An uncommon Slovenian translation of Pope’s decree against the Communism with a unique striking cover 

was published by a Missionary press to educate children. 
 

 

Author: Pope Pius XI (Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti, 1857-1939) - Aleš UŠENIČNIK (1868-1952). 

Place and Year: Ljubljana - Domžale / Groblje: Misijonska tiskarna [Missionary Press] 1937. 

Technique: 8°. 100 pp., original illustrated wrappers (Very Good, spine slightly scuffed on the corners, some 

pages with very light foxing). 

Code: 67228 

 

A pamphlet with a striking unique cover, published in a series of publications for the Catholic children and youth, 

includes a decree against the Communism by Pope Pius XI (1857-1939). The chapters include listings of previous 

texts against the Communism, reminders of the Catholic moral values, and analysis of the Communist texts and 

proving them wrong. 

The introduction and commentaries were written by a Slovenian theologist, author and professor Aleš Ušeničnik 
(1868-1952). 

After WWII, the Catholic church was criticized for being more critical to Communism than to the growing 
Fascism, and later the holocaust. 

The survival rate of such pamphlets is very rare, as they would be destroyed in Yugoslavia after WWII in the new 

regime. 

References: OCLC: 442969530. 

 

€160.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/pope-s-anti-communist-propaganda-proti-komunizmu.html


WWII SLOVENIAN ANTI-COMMUNIST PROPAGANDA 

  

A well designed colour pamphlet warns people against the Partisans and the Communist, showcasing them as 

criminals with a plan to murder the larger percentage of the population. 
 

Author: Anon.  

Place and Year: [S. l., but probably Ljubljana, circa 1944]. 

Technique: 8°. [4] with three full page illustrations in red and black, stapled (Very Good, light foxing). 

Code: 67226 

 

A pamphlet with striking Communist symbols was made during WWII in Slovenia as a part of the anti-Communist 

and anti-Partisan propaganda. An image inside showcases unmasking a Partisan with a parole “The largest fraud in 

the world history!”. The pamphlet transcribes a message allegedly written by Boris Kidrič, one of the chief 

organizers of the Partisans, which directs the Partisans to liquidate the intellectuals, students, “café politicians”, 

kulaks, bourgeoisie, industrialists, capitalists, and priests and to assassin all the collaborators and SS officers and 
Gestapo members. 

The author or printer is not signed, but the pamphlet was probably made by the Catholic church or its 
sympathisers. 

The survival rate of such pamphlets is very rare, as they would be destroyed in Yugoslavia after WWII in the new 

regime. 

 

€200.00  
  

https://www.pahor.de/wwii-slovenian-anti-communist-propaganda.html


FASCISM IN CROATIA:  

 

Fašistička kultura. Kratka uputa o fašističkom djelu i doktrini. Hrvatsko izdanje [Fascist Culture. Short 

Instructions on its Work and Doctrine. Croatian Edition]. 

 

A rare Croatian official translation of the Italian text on the Fascist culture, was published in Italy in 1943 to 

be used for education in Croatian areas, annexed to the Fascist Italy. 

 

 

Author: Giuseppe STEINER. 

Place and Year: 8°. 112 pp. with 11 interleaved black and white illustrations, original illustrated wrappers, stapled 

(Very Good, wrappers with minimal staining). 

Technique: Torino: G. B. Paravia & C. 1943. 

Code: 67250 

 

This is a rare Croatian translation of Cultura fascista: brevi nozioni intorno all'opera e alla dottrina fascista, first 

published in Italy in 1941. The work includes basic rules of the Fascist movement, regarding, work, schools, 

connection with the Catholic church etc. The images showcase the technological achievements of the Fascist Italy.  

The book was published in 1943 in Italy, to be used for educational purposes in the areas, which were annexed to 

Italy after WWI or were occupied by the Fascist Italy during WWII, which were Dalmatia and the Croatian 

islands.  The work was issued by the department for the Schools of the Annexed Countries, a part of the Ministry 
of the National Education. 

The book is rare, since it was published on the eve of the capitulation of Italy. We could only trace one example in 

libraries worldwide (National and University Library in Ljubljana). 

References: OCLC 444880950. 

€180.00  
  

https://www.pahor.de/fascism-in-croatia-fasisticka-kultura-kratka-uputa-o-fasistickom-djelu-i-doktrini-hrvatsko-izdanje-fascist-culture-short-instructions-on-its-work-and-doctrine-croatian-edition.html


CROATIAN FASCISM:  

 

USTAŠTVO I KATOLICIZAM [USTASHA AND CATHOLICISM].  
  

A radical work by a Croatian theologist Ivo Guberina defends the Catholic religion in connection with the Fascist 

Ustasha regime, as the only right way to keep the Croatian race and state pure, without the involvement of other 

influences, such as Serbs, Bolsheviks and other religions. Due to his radicalism, Guberina was even suspended by the 

Catholic church and was executed at the end of the war by the Partisans.  

 

Author: Dr. Ivo (Augustin) Guberina (1897 – 1945). 

Place and Year: [Zagreb: 1943].  

Technique: 8°. 14 pp., [1] blank, contemporary black linen binding with gilt embossed title on the cover (Very Good).  

Code: 67240 

 

This rare, short, separately published text was written during WWII in the Independent State of Croatia by a Croatian 

theologist Dr. Ivo Guberina. It defends the Catholic faith as the only proper way to protect the Croatian race and country 

from foreign influences, such as the Pan-Slavic movement (especially the Serbs), the Communists and other religions. 

According to Gubina, the Catholic church should be strongly connected with the Ustasha political regime and should 

serve as a fortress to defend the nation. Religion should also be a pillar to all the family values. In 1943, Dr. Ivo 

Guberina was suspended by the Croatian archbishop Alojzije Stepinac due to his radical opinion, which was 

“scandalous towards believers”. At the end of WWII, in 1945, Guberina fled to Austria, but was extradited back to 

Croatia by the Allies. He was executed by the Partisans on November 14, 1945, for treason and collaboration.  

After the war the Catholic church in Croatia was widely accused in collaborating with the Ustasha regime, which was 

directly connected with Nazi Germany, and participated in the holocaust. Under the Ustasha regime, thousand of Jews 

and Muslims perished in Croatian concentration camps. 

Although the work is mentioned in Guberina’s biography, we could not find any examples in institutions worldwide.  

References: Joško Barić, GUBERINA, Ivo (Augustin). In: Hrvatski biografski leksikon, 2002 

(http://hbl.lzmk.hr/clanak.aspx?id=8151). 
 

€250.00  

  

http://hbl.lzmk.hr/clanak.aspx?id=8151
https://www.pahor.de/croatian-fascism-ustastvo-i-katolicizam-ustasha-and-catholicism.html


CROATIAN FASCISM – ANTI-CURSING PROPAGANDA:  

 

Upisnica… [Application form…]. 

 

An application form with an empty place for a name was printed by a Croatian Catholic church during WWII 

in cooperation with the Fascist government, to prevent cursing, in order to separate the Croatian nation from 

the vulgar Balkans and to keep the name of God and mother from inappropriate conversation.  
 

Author:  
Place and Year: [Zagreb, Croatia] 1944.  

Technique: Lithograph in black and blue, printed from both sides (Very Good, light staining) 8 x 11,5 cm (3.1 x 

4.5 inches) 

Code: 67230 

 
This small, rare leaflet was printed in 1944 by the Croatian Catholic church, to stop individuals from cursing. 

The Croatian language, as most of the Slavic and Balkan languages can involve a non-translatable juicy selection 

of cursing in a daily, causal conversation. Most of the curses would involve God, members of the family, 

especially mothers or sisters, and animals, such as dogs and horses, involved in various kinds of activities, as well 

as male and female reproductive organs. 

The government of the Independent State of Croatia made cursing illegal, in order to elevate the Croatian from 

other vulgar Balkan languages and to protect God’s name and reputation of family members. The government 

noticed the “balkanization” or the “Serbian influence” on the Croatian language especially between the younger 

people. The cursing was punished with 30 days in prison and the repetitive cursing would be punished with 2 

months in jail. The inhabitants were encouraged to denounce all the offenders and the laws against cursing were 
read in churches after the service. 

  

References: Maja Vonić , Perica Vujić, Jezična je politika u NDH, 

file:///C:/Users/dspah/AppData/Local/Packages/Microsoft.MicrosoftEdge_8wekyb3d8bbwe/TempState/Download

s/Essehist_1_2009_46_51%20(3).pdf. 

€95.00  

https://www.pahor.de/croatian-fashism-anti-cursing-propaganda-upisnica-application-form.html


CROATIAN FASCISM:  

 

Ustaška mladež [The Ustasha Youth]. Year II, No. 2.  

 

An issue of a very rare Croatian WWII magazine for children and youths – members of the Ustasha Youth, a 

Croatian version of the Hitler Youth.  
 

Author: Milivoj KARAMARKO (1920–1945), editor.  

Place and Year: Zagreb: January 11st, 1942.  

Technique: Large 4°. 16 pp. printed in blue with illustrations within text, origina illustrated wrappers, stapled 

(Very Good, tiny tears in margins).  

Code: 67229 

 

An issue of a very rare Croatian WWII magazine for children and youths – members of the Ustasha Youth, a 
Croatian version of the Hitler Youth.  

This is an issue of a very rare Croatian magazine for children and youth, printed in WWII for the members of the 

so called Ustaška mladež, The Ustasha Youth. 

The organization was founded on November 4th, 1941, by the leader of the Independent State of Croatia, a Nazi 

puppet state, Ante Pavelić, and was based on the organization of the Hitler Youth. The Ustasha Youth accepted 

girls and boys, aged between 7 and 21.  

The magazine includes articles on literature, politics and the organization, with a strong nationalistic and Catholic 

note.  

The editor of this issue was Milivoj Karamarko (1920–1945). An Ustasha idealist, journalist and author, 

Karamarko was a believer, that the Dinaric type, also known as the Adriatic race, was an original race and he 
compared it to the Nordic race. He was assassinated in Zagreb in 1945.  

The magazine is very rare. We could only find a series in the National and University Library in Zagreb and no 

other examples in institutions worldwide. 

 

€220.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/croatian-fascism-ustaska-mladez-the-ustasha-youth.html


UNDERGROUND PRINTING - CROATIAN WWII YOUTH ANTI-FASCIST MOVEMENT:  

 

DRUGI KONGRES ANTIFAŠISTIČKE OMLADINE JUGOSLAVIJE  

 

A rare clandestine pamphlet in Serbo-Croatian language includes the speeches made at the 2nd underground conference of 

the Anti-Fascist Youth of Yugoslavia, held during WWII, in 1944, on the liberated area in Drvar, Bosnia and Herzegovina.  
 

 

Author: Various authors. 

Place and Year: [S. l.] : Centralni odbor USAJ-a [Central Committee of the Yugoslavian Liberation Army], [1944]. 

Technique: Large 8°. 144 pp. with a linocut portrait and red text on p. 3, original illustrated wrappers (wrappers sighly stained 

with folds and tiny tears in margins, sheets inside clean with tiny tears in margins).  

Code: 67223 

 

A clandestine pamphlet, written in Serbo-Croatian language summarizes the speeches and conclusions of the 2nd conference 

of the Anti-Fascist Youth of Yugoslavia. The first page, written in red, is pronouncing Josip-Bros Tito as a leader of the Anti-

Fascist Youth. The conference was held between May 2nd and 4th, 1944, in a town of Drvar, Bosnia and Herzegovina. It was 

attended by 816 delegats (582 young men and 234 young women): 398 Serbs, 218 Croats, 96 Slovenians, 57 Muslims, 32 

Montenegrans, 2 Macedonians, 13 Italian members of the Yugoslav Liberation Army, 4 Jews, 2 Czechs, 2 Slovaks, 1 Pole, 1 

Russian, and 1 Hungarian. 350 youths declared themselves as farmers, 216 physical workers, 239 intellectuals and pupils, and 

11 listed other professions. 388 persons were actively involved in the National Liberation Army as official soldiers, 

commanders and political commissars, and 428 other young people were involved in the fight on the field in other ways 

(couriers, medical care,…).  

The town of Drvar was at the time a liberated area, and one of the main headquarters of the Yugoslav Partisans, under the 

leadership of Tito, who held one of his bases in the woods on a cliff near the town. Only three weeks later the Nazis, together 

with the Serbian Chetniks and Croatian Ustasha, attacked Drvar in one of the most known Yugoslavian offensives during 

WWII, called Operation Rösselsprung (Desant na Drvar), with a goal of capturing Tito and destroying the Partisan movement, 

which represented a constant danger to the Nazis. The battle, which lasted for almost two weeks, until June 6th, was 

unsuccessful and required hundreds of casualties from both sides. As the Axis conquered the liberated area of Drvar again, 

Tito managed to escape after a fierce battle, what made him even more powerful in the Partisan movement.  

The pamphlet is very rare. We could only find one institutional copy (National and University Library in Zagreb, ID 

000773944). 

References: Bibliografija 1964, no. 4824.  

€280.00  

https://www.pahor.de/books/slavica/croatian-wwii-youth-anti-fascist-movement-drugi-kongres-antifasisticke-omladine-jugoslavije.html


CROATIAN UNDERGROUND PRINTING:  

 

SOVJETSKA RUSIJA I SELJAČKO PRAVO [SOVIET RUSSIA AND PEASANT’S RIGHT].  

 

A pro-Russian pamphlet, printed by a Croatian underground press during WWII, includes a text by a popular 

Croatian politician Stjepan Radić, originally published in 1924.  
 

Author: Stjepan RADIĆ (1871 − 1928). 

Place and Year: [Kordun, Croatia]: Izvršni odbor Hrvatske seljačke stranke. Vjesnik 1944.  

Technique: 12 °. 16 pp., original tan wrappers with printed title (Very Good, soft folds, old annotation in the 

upper part of the title page).  

Code: 67224 

 

A pamphlet in Croatian language, printed during WWII in an underground press, includes a text, originally 
published in 1924, by a popular assassinated Croatian politician Stjepan Radić.  

Stjepan Radić (1871 − 1928) was a Croatian politician and an early socialist, who was publishing political illegal 

and pro-Slavic articles in Prague already in the 19th century. In 1904, Radić founded the Croatian People's Peasant 

Party. He was assassinated in the parliament in 1928, by a Serbian politician Puniša Račić, what caused further 
alienation of the Croats and the Serbs.  

During WWII Radić’s texts with a pan-Slavic and pro-Russian note were popular among the Partisan movement. 

The tensions between the Croats and Serbian Chetniks were additionally sparkled by Serbs protecting Radić’s 

assassin Puniša Račić since 1928, when he was sentenced to house arrest in a comfortable villa. Račić was killed 

by the Yugoslav Partisans on 16 October 1944 during the liberation of Belgrade. 

We could only find two institutional copies (University and National Library, Zagreb, ID: 000084766, and The 

British Library, OCLC 500049756). 

 

References: Bibliografija 1964, no. 6818.  

 

€250.00  
  

https://www.pahor.de/books/slavica/croatian-underground-printing-sovjetska-rusija-i-seljacko-parvo-soviet-russia-and-peasant-s-right.html


FEMALE FIGHTERS – UNDERGROUND WWII MAGAZINE:  

 

Borimo Se. [Let’s Fight].  

 

A moving work which extolls the virtues of Partisan women who fight on the front lines.  
 

 

Author: Various authors.  

Place and Year: [n.p., Slovenia] Nasa Žena, Tiskarna NOV Jugoslavije [Our Woman. Printing Shop of the 

National Liberation Army of Yugoslavia], circa 1944.  

Technique: 4°: 26 pp. with 3 interleaved original linocuts, original blue wrappers printed in red and blue linocut 

(Very Good, wrappers lightly stained, old signature on the cover).  

Code: 67244 

 

 

This powerful little work was published by an underground Partisan press that specialized in women’s issues, Naša 

Žena (Our Woman). It features moving stories of women fighting on the front lines, including those who lost their 

lives in battle.  

Of particular note is ‘A Soviet Woman Defends her Country’, a tale that encourages women to fight for the 

Partisans. The three original linocuts that depict scenes of women at war are by Nikolaj Pirant, one of the leading 
Partisan artists.  

References: Bibliografija, no. 4426. 

 

€450.00  
 
  

https://www.pahor.de/female-fighters-underground-wwii-magazine-borimo-se-let-s-fight.html


SLOVENIAN COMMUNIST PARTY NEWSPAPER:  

 

Delo. Organ centralnega odbora Komunistične partije Slovenije. No. 5. [Labour. Newspaper of the Central 

Committee of the Comunist Party of Slovenia. No. 5].  

 

The final wartime issue of the most famous Slovenian Partisan newspaper, ‘Delo’, printed by an underground 

press in Italian-occupied Ljubljana, with a magnificently illustrated cover.  
 

 

Author: Various authors. 

Place and Year: [Ljubljana], November 1942.  

Technique: 8°. 34 pp., original wrappers with illustrated cover printed in red, stapled (Very Good, staples slightly 

soiled, slightly stained, tiny tears in the lower margin).  

Code: 67243 

 

This newspaper was issued by an underground Partisan press in Italian-occupied Ljubljana, and provided eagerly 

awaited information from the war front and abroad, as well as articles on Communism, mixed with stories for the 

common people. The paper was named Delo (Labour), a popular Communist theme.  

Notably, the present issue features an exquisite and well known cover printed in red, depicting a young, smiling 

Partisan with a machine gun in hand, followed by common people carrying Soviet and Yugoslav flags. This cover 

is one of the most celebrated images of World War II in Yugoslavia. 

 This edition is also the last issue of Delo to be printed before the end of the war. After the war, the much beloved 

Delo was revived and printed as a daily, and is still today one of Slovenia’s major papers.  

Returning to wartime Delo, the various issues were printed at different clandestine printing shops in Ljubljana 

during the Italian occupation, a city which was soon surrounded by a cordon of barbed wire to prevent its citizens 

from communicating with the Partisans. The quality of the printing is usually high for clandestine publishing 

operations. This is due to the fact that the main purpose of these presses was to forge Italian documents and food 

coupons for the Partisans and their spies. From September 1941 to July 1942, some issues of Delo were printed by 

the Submarine (Podmornica) press, hidden in a hole, dug in the loamy grounds under a private house in the suburbs 
of Ljubljana. The entrance to the printing office was through the moveable floor of the restroom of the house. The  

https://www.pahor.de/slovenian-communist-party-newspaper-delo-organ-centralnega-odbora-komunisticne-partije-slovenije-no-5-labour-newspaper-of-the-central-committee-of-the-comunist-party-of-slovenia-no-5-3335.html


press had to close down after the Italians placed their barbed wire fence right in front of the house, so separating it 
from the city of Ljubljana.  

The Tunnel (Tunel) press, active between February and July 1942, printed issues of Delo. It was located in the 

centre of Ljubljana, above a small cork factory. The press was set in a small 3 x 1.5 m (9.8 x 4.9 feet) tunnel-like 

room, accessible only through a 0.5 m (1.6 feet) high movable piece of wall, which was further disguised by a 

decorative wall painting. The press had to close down due to its difficulty of accessibility. Some editions of Delo 

were issued by the Tone Tomšič press (named after a Partisan who was shot by Italians in May 1942), which 

operated from August 1942 to March 1943. The printing shop was hidden in a secret room behind a bookbinder’s 

shop, right next to the main Italian police station of Ljubljana. The entrance was through a moveable bookshelf, 

and a warning red light for danger in the printing shop was connected to the electric pot for cooking glue in the 
bindery out front. The press thrived until the Italian police detected it.  

References: Bibliografija, no. 8403; Ludvig Čarni, ‘Ilegalne grafične tehnike centralne tehnike KPS v Ljubljani’, 

in Kronika 1960, 1, pp. 1-8; Metod Mikuž, Partizanske ustanove. Razvoj in delo nekaterih važnejših partizanskih 

ustanov. 

 

€700.00  

  



CROATIAN POST WWII ANTI-CHURCH AND ANTI-FASCIST PROPAGANDA:  

 

Koncert koljača u Vatikanu [The Concert of the Slaughters in Vatican]. 
 

A pencil drawing, showcasing the soldiers of the Croatian Fascist movement Ustasha producing music on parts 

of human bodies and with weapons, conducted by a Catholic priest, as the Pope, and the Fascist and Nazi 

leaders are watching in the first row, was made in the post war time in Croatia.  
 

 

Author: [Predrag PURIĆ (1930-2007)]. 

Place and Year: [Croatia, probably 1950s]. 

Technique: Pencil drawing (Very Good, originally folded in the upper part, upper part blank, title hand-written in 

pencil verso). Sheet: 40 x 29 cm (15.7 x 11.4 inches), image: 23,5 x 29 cm (9.2 x 1.4 inches).  

Code: 67235 

 

This morbid drawing, made by a Croatian artist Predrag Purić in the years following WWII, showcases a music 

orchestra, composed of the Croatian WWII Fascist soldiers Ustasha, making music, by crashing human skulls, 

sowing off human limbs, and shooting in the air. The orchestra is conducted by a Catholic priest, as the other 

servants of the Catholic church are standing grimly in the back. The first row is taken, among others, by the Pope, 
Hitler, Mussolini, who are enthusiastically clapping to the concert.  

The drawing was made in the post WWII years, probably in the early 1950s, when Yugoslavia was undergoing a 

fierce reaction on the WWII massive slaughters, mage by the Croatian Ustasha, who were supported by the Nazis 
and the Catholic church. 

Predrag Purić (1930-2007) was a Croatian artist and illustrator. He graduated from the Art Academy in 1954 and 

specialised in painting under professor Antun Mezdjić (1907 - 1981) in 1956. Later he cooperated with Krsto 

Hegedušić (1901 - 1975) and the artistic group Mart. His art reflects the modern influences of Art informel, as well 

as motives from contemporary political situation in Yugoslavia and Socrealistic forms. Purić’s drawings and 

portraits were also published as book illustrations. 

 

€320.00  

https://www.pahor.de/croatian-post-wwii-anti-church-and-anti-fascist-propaganda-koncert-koljaca-u-vatikanu-the-concert-of-the-slaughters-in-vatican.html


WWII RESISTANCE – ESPERANTO:  

 

DOKUMENTOJ DE LA REZISTADO : BILDOJ EL LA GERMANA ILEGALA BATALO KONTRAŬ LA 

NAZIDIKTATURO 1933-1945 [DOCUMENTS OF THE RESISTANCE...]. 

 

A rare pamphlet in Esperanto gives one of the earliest printed information on the German underground anti-Nazi 

movement during WWII.  

 

Author: Hermann THEOBALD.  

Place and Year: Hamburg: Albrecht & Evert [1948].  

Technique: 8°. 64 pp. With illustrations within text, original tan wrappers with illustrated title, past-down imprint on 

the inner side of the wrappers (Very good, slightly ink-stained on text block, old owner’s name on p. 1, old annotation 

within text, tiny tears in margins of some of the leaves). 

Code: 67218 

 

The pamphlet gives valuable information for the research of the anti-Nazi underground movement during WWII. It 

includes one of the earliest printed reports on the Sophie and Hans Scholl, a teenage sister-brother team, a part of the 

White-Rose underground anti-Nazi movement in Munich, who was executed for distributing flyers at the Munich 

University.  

The book also includes information on underground printing camouflaged in wrappers of nonsuspicious book covers, 

methods how to camouflage the underground messages during the transport, names and portraits of the German leaders 

of the resistance and a map of the connections of the anti-Nazi movement in Germany during WWII. 

The book was published in Esperanto immediately after WWII. It was also published in German translation. Esperanto 

was forbidden in Germany under the Nazis, being considered a secret language of Jews and Socialists.  

We could trace 6 examples in libraries worldwide (Zentralbibliothek Zürich, Bibliothèque de la Ville de la Chaux-de-

Fonds, Bibliotheek UvA/HvA, Bibliotheek Zuidkennemerland, McGill University Library, University at Albany). 

References: OCLC 16933803. Ulrich Lins, Dangerous Language — Esperanto under Hitler and Stalin, 2016, p. 286. 

 

€350.00  
  

https://www.pahor.de/wwii-resistance-esperanto-dokumentoj-de-la-rezistado-bildoj-el-la-germana-ilegala-batalo-kontrau-la-nazidiktaturo-1933-1945.html


ARMENIAN EARLY COMMUNIST LITERATURE:  

 

ՉՈՒՇԱՐՁԱՆ [THE MONUMENT].  

 

An uncommon book, printed in Yerevan in 1960 at the 40th anniversary of the Communist Party of Armenia, 

includes selected texts by six authors and pioneers of the Armenian Communist movement.  
 

 

Author: Various authors.  

Place and Year: Yerevan, Soviet Armenia: Հայպետհրատ [Haypethrat] 1960. 

Technique: Small 8°. 174 pp. with 6 interleaved black and white portraits on glossy paper, [1], green linen binding 

with illustrated embossed cover and embossed title on spine, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, old 

collector’s stamp, wrappers with minor wearing on corners, old pencil annotations verso). 

Code: 67217 

 

The book includes selected poems and prose by six pioneers of Armenian communist movement in literature five 

of which lost their lives during the Revolution: Hakob Kamari (Հակոբ Կամարի, 1889-1930), Seyri, (Սեյրի, with 

a real name Ավետիք Համբարձումի Գուլոյան, 1880 – 1920), Horen Lorenz (Խորեն Լորենց, 1892-1919), Avag 

Kochinyan (Ավագ Կոծինյան, 1891 – 1918), Armenak Boryan (Արմենակ Բորյան, 1886 - 1918), and Melik 

Melikyan (Մելիք Մելիքյան, 1868-1918). Each chapter is accompanied by a portrait of an author. This collection 

of text, with a meaningful title The Monument was published at the 40th anniversary of the Communist Party of 

Armenia in Yerevan, at the time a part of Soviet Armenia.  

The book comes from a library of an Armenian author and researcher Levon Mikirtitchian (Lewon Mkrtchʻean), 

active in Munich in the second half of the 20th century. 

We could not trace any examples in libraries worldwide on Worldcat.  

€200.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/armenian-literature-the-monument.html


ARMENIAN POETRY:  

 

ԳՈՒՍԱՆԻ ՍԵՐԸ [GUSAN’S LOVE].  

 

A rare book of poems in Armenian language were written by Gusan Ashot, an author and performer of 

Armenian lyrics. First edition.  

From the library of an Armenian author and researcher Levon Mikirtitchian. 
 

Author: ԳոՒսան Աշոտ [Gusan Ashot] (Աշոտ Հայրապետի Դադալյան [Ašot Hayrapeti Dadalyan], 1907–

1989). 

Place and Year: Yerevan, Soviet Armenia: Հայպետհրատ [Haypethrat] 1955. 

Technique: Small 8°. 126 pp. title page printed in black and blue and black text in Armenian language, [1], 

original blue illustrated winding with blue linen spine, blue end-papers (Very Good, binding with light foxing and 

light scratches on edges, collector’s stamp on the end papers). 

Code: 67211 

 

A collection of original poems in Armenian language was written by Gusan Ashot in 1955 and published in 

Yerevan.  

Gusan Ashot, with a real name ԱշոտՀայրապետիԴադալյան(Ašot Hayrapeti Dadalyan) was born in 1907 in 

Goris in in Syunik Province at the south of Armenia. He studied at the Baku Baptist School and returned to his 

home province after his studies in 1928. In 1948 he settled in Yerevan, where he published collections of his songs 

and poems. He was known as an author and performer in his country, as well as abroad.  

 

We could not trace any examples of the book on Worldcat. 

 

The book comes from a library of an Armenian author and researcher Levon Mikirtitchian (Lewon Mkrtchʻean), 

active in Munich in the second half of the 20th century. 

  

€250.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/armenian-poetry-gusan-s-love.html


GENOCIDE - ARMENIAN & SOVIET HISTORY:  

 

Ցեղասպանութիւնը Խորհրդային Միութենէն ներս : Ուսումնասիրութիւն՝ զանգուածային 

սպանութեանց [The Genocide in the Soviet Union. A Study on Mass Crimes]. 

 

A collection of various articles on the genocide in the Soviet Union was translated to Armenian by Yeghishe 

Manoukianand published in Beirut in the late 1950s.  
 

 

Author: Various Authors. Եղիշէ Մանուկեան (Yeghishe Manoukian), translator. 

Place and Year: Beirut, Lebanon: [probably late 1950s]. 

Technique: 8°. 159 pp., original wrappers with red title (Very Good, wrappers slightly stained, old collector's 

stamp on the title page).  

Code: 67233 

 

An uncommon book in Armenian language, published in Beirut, Lebanon, in the late 1950, includes articles on the 

mass crimes and genocide in the Soviet Union in the first half of the 20th century.  

 
We could trace one example in the national Library of Armenia and none in libraries worldwide in Worldcat. 

The book comes from a library of an Armenian author and researcher Levon Mikirtitchian (Lewon Mkrtchʻean), 

active in Munich in the second half of the 20th century. 

 

€250.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/genocide-armenian-soviet-history-the-genocide-in-the-soviet-union-a-study-on-mass-crimes.html


ARMENIAN DIASPORA, PARIS:  

 

Նոր Ծաղրանկարներ [the New Caricatures]. 

 

A rare first and only edition of poems in Armenian language we written by an Istanbul-born poet and satirist 

Nshan Beshiktashlian, based in Paris, France.  
 

 

Author: Նշան ՊԷՇԻԿԹԱՇԼԵԱՆ (Nshan Beshiktashlian, 1898-1972). 

Place and Year: Paris: Յ. Ճարեան [Y. Čạrean] 1952.  

Technique: 8°. 143 pp. with decorated innitials, original tan wrappers with printed title (Very Good, slightly age-

toned, wrappers with tiny tears and slightly age-toned, old collector's samp on the title page). 

Code: 67232 

 

 

A rare first edition of a collection of 18 songs titled The New Caricatures, were written and published in Paris in 
1952.   

The Armenian writer, poet and satirist Nshan Beshiktashlian (Նշան Պէշիկթաշլեան, 1898-1972) was born in 

Istanbul. He moved to Paris through Beirut in his early years, where he became one of the founders of the 

newspaper Haratch (Յառաջ), the first daily newspaper in Armenian language in Europe. Beshiktashlian was 

known for his use of the Western Armenian language.  

We could only trace one copy of the book at the Bibliothèque de l'Eglise apostolique in Paris and no copies in 

libraries worldwide in Worldcat. 

The book comes from a library of an Armenian author and researcher Levon Mikirtitchian (Lewon Mkrtchʻean), 
active in Munich in the second half of the 20th century. 

 

€180.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/armenian-emigres-in-paris-the-new-caricatures.html


ARMENIAN DIASPORA, BEIRUT, LEBANON:  

 

Կորիզ [The Stone]  

 

A uncommon collection of Armenian poetry by an Aleppo-born Harutiun Berberyan was published in Bairut, 

Lebanon. Signed by the author and with a collector’s stamp by an Armenian author and researcher Levon 

Mikirtitchian (Lewon Mkrtchʻean). 
 

Author: Յարութիւն Պէրպէրեան (Harutiun Berberyan, born 1951). 

Place and Year: Beirut, Lebanon: Hamaskaine W. Sethian Press 1979. 

Technique: 8°. 47 pp. with 5 full-page black and white illustrations, original wrappers with black and white 

illustrated cover (Very Good, signature and collector's stamp on p. 1, wrappers with light foxing on the spine).  

Code: 67212 

 

An uncommon collection of Armenian poetry, accompanied with modern illustrations, was written in 1979 in 

Beirut, Lebanon, by ՅարութիւնՊէրպէրեան (Harutiun Berberyan), born in Aleppo, Syria, in 1951.  

 

The work was printed by Hamazkayin, the Armenian Educational and Cultural Society, which origins in Beirut, 

Lebanon, go back to 1931. In the year 1979, when the book was issued, the press was facing great difficulties 

during the Lebanese Civil War and the division of Beirut into Eastern and Western sides and had to move in 1988 

and 1989. Today the Hamazkayin Press is still the centre of Armenian society in Beirut and has connections with 
Armenian minorities worldwide. 

The book comes from a library of an Armenian author and researcher Levon Mikirtitchian (Lewon Mkrtchʻean), 

active in Munich in the second half of the 20th century. 

 

We could not trace any examples in libraries worldwide on Worldcat.  

 

€120.00  

 

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/armenian-books/armenian-printing-abroad-the-pit.html


ARMENIAN DESIGN:  

 

The Art of Letter-Type. 120 Tables of Armenian Decorative Types. Տառարվեստ։ Հայկական 

գեղարվեստական տառատեսակների 120 տախտակ. Искусство шрифта: 120 таблиц армянского 

художественного шрифта 

 

A classic work on modern Armenian typography was published in 1984 in Yerevan by a famous Armenian 

architect Fred Africkian.  
 

Author: Fred AFRICKIAN (Ֆրեդ Աֆրիկյան, born 1937). 

Place and Year: Yerevan: Սովետական գրող 1984.  

Technique: Large 4°. 139 pp. printed in lack and pink, orange linen binding with gilt embossed titles on the covers 

and on the spine, original orange dust jacket with gilt embossed title, pink endpapers (Very Good, dust jacket and 

linen cover with minor staining, corners slightly scuffed, old collector’s stamp on endpaper). 

Code: 67237 

 

A beautifully designed work in Russian, English and Armenian language, includes about 150 types of 

contemporary Armenian script, made by a Yerevan-based architect Fred Africkian. The types are printed in black 

and pink and include clear modern forms as well as elaborate calligraphy. Fred AFRICKIAN. Ֆրեդ Աֆրիկյան 

(born 1937) is one of the most renovated Armenian architects and designers of the 20th century, who helped 

recognizing Armenian architecture in the world. 

The book comes from a library of an Armenian author and researcher Levon Mikirtitchian (Lewon Mkrtchʻean), 

active in Munich in the second half of the 20th century. 

We could trace four examples on Worldcat (Universitätsbibliothek Bern, Bibliotheek UvA/HvA, LIBRIS – 
Stockholm, University of Toronto Robarts Library). 

References: OCLC 185457731, 65705086 and 609745588. 

 

€450.00  

https://www.pahor.de/armenian-design-the-art-of-letter-type-120-tables-of-armenian-decorative-types-120-iskusstvo-shrifta-120-tablic-armjanskogo-hudozhestvennogo-shrifta.html


ARMENIAN DIASPORA:  

 

Տեղագրութիւն քանդուող քաղաքի մը համար [A Descripion of a Demolished City]. 

 

A scarce book with modern verses in Armenian language, written by Krikor Beledian, was published in 

Pasadena in 1976. 

 

Author: Գրիգոր Պըլտեան (Krikor Beledian, born 1945). 

Place and Year: Pasadena: The Corybantic Press 1976. 

Technique: Oblong 4°. [1] title page, 11pp. numbered recto, [1], blank, original illustrated wrappers, stapled (Very 

Good, wrappers slightly stained). 

Code: 67248 

 

A book in Armenian language, with poetry in modern form, was written by an Armenian poet Krikor Beledian 

(born 1945) in Paris and published in Pasadena, California. Beledian is a famous Armenian author, born in Beirut, 
who moved to Paris, France, in 1967.  

This is a hand-numbered copy 280 of 450 examples, printed in Pasadena, USA. We could find 6 institutional 

examples (Harvard College Library, Columbia University in the City of New York, New York Public Library 

System, University of Michigan, Glendale Library, Arts & Culture, Bibliothèque de l'Eglise apostolique 
arménienne – Paris). 

References: OCLC 35679140. 

 

€350.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/armenian-diaspora-a-descripion-of-a-demolished-city.html


AZERBAIJANI POETRY IN ARMENIAN LANGUAGE:  

 

Հայրենի Եզերբ [The Home Shore] 
 

An Armenian translation of poetry by an Azerbaijani author Mehmet Rahim was published in Yerevan, Soviet 

Armenia.  
 

 

Author: Mehmet RAHIM (Məmməd Rahim, born Hüseynov Məmmad Abbas 1907-1977). 

Place and Year: Yerevan, Soviet Armenia: Հայպետհրատ [Haypethrat] 1954. 

Technique: Small 8°. 116 pp. With title page printed in black and tan, [2], original illustrated brown binding with 

grey linen spine (Ver Good, binding slightly rubbed, old collector’s stamp on the cover).  

Code: 67214 

 

 

A book with a collection of poetry in Armenian language is a translation of Azerbaijani lyrics by Mehmet Rahim 

(1907-1977), a famous poet, based in Baku.  

 

The book comes from a library of an Armenian author and researcher Levon Mikirtitchian (Lewon Mkrtchʻean), 

active in Munich in the second half of the 20th century. 

 

We could not trace any examples in libraries worldwide on Worldcat.  

 

€65.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/books/armenian-books/azerbaijani-poetry-in-armenian-language-home-shore.html


ARMENIAN ART:  

 

МАРТИРОС САРЬЯН. MARTIROS SARIAN. ՄԱՐՏԻՐՈՍ ՍԱՐԵԱՆ 

 

An illustrated monography of an Armenian painter Martiros Saryan was published three years after his death 

by the Academy for science in Yeravan in Soviet Armenia.  
 

Author: Wilhelm Harouthjouni MATHEWOSJAN (Vilhelm Matʻevosyan).  

Place and Year: Yerevan, Soviet Armenia: Publishing House of the Academy of Sciences of the Armenian SSR 

1975. 

Technique: Small 8°. 207 pp. with 19 colour plates, [2] index, original black linen binding with gilt embossed title 

on the cover and on the spine (Very Good, old collector’s stamp on end papers, edges slightly bumped, gilt title 

slightly pale, prob. lacking original dustjacket). 

Code: 67215 

 

A monograph of the Armenian painter Martiros Saryan (1880-1972) was published in English, Russian and 

Armenian by the Academy of Science in 1975, two years after the painter’s death. The book includes 19 colour 

illustrations. 

  

Saryan was one of the most visible Armanian artists of the 20th century, and the founder of a modern Armenian 

national school of painting. He also designed the coat of arms for Armenian SSR and designed the curtain for the 

first Armenian state theatre.  

  

We could find 4 institutional examples (The British Library, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, University of Toronto 

Robarts Library, University of Virginia). 

  

The book comes from a library of an Armenian author and researcher Levon Mikirtitchian (Lewon Mkrtchʻean), 

active in Munich in the second half of the 20th century. 

  

References: OCLC 251432302 & 499367196. 

 

€95.00  

https://www.pahor.de/books/armenian-books/armenian-art-martiros-sar-jan-martiros-sarian.html


YUGOSLAVIAN EDUCATIONAL CHILDREN‘S BOOK:  

 

USODNA IGRA [THE FATAL GAME]. 
 

An educational and documentary book on fires, caused by children, was published in Yugoslavia in Slovenian 

language, and superbly illustrated by Marija Vogelnik, a student of the architect Jože Plečnik.  
 

Author: Josip RIBIČIČ (1886-1969), author; Marija VOGELNIK (née GRAFENAUER) (1914-2008), illustrator.  

Place and Year: Ljubljana, Yugoslavia: Published by Gasliska zveza LRS [Slovenian Firemen Association]. Printed by 

Tiskarna ljudske pravice 1956. 

Technique: Square 8°. [12] with orange and black illustrations within text, original wrappers, lithographed in two 

shades of green and orange, stapled (Very Good, slightly stained, tiny folds in corners).  

Code: 67219 

 

A beautifully designed book in Slovenian language was published in Yugoslavia in 1956 by a Firemen Association as an 

educational text for children, and a warning of setting fire in a domestic situation. The story, accompanied by high 

quality illustrations, is about boys playing Cowboys and Indians, carelessly setting woods on fire. The last four pages 

list fires in domestic environments, caused by children between 1954 and 1956.  

The author Josip Ribičič (1886-1969) was a teacher and one of the most famous authors of children’s books in 

Yugoslavia, especially before the WWII, when he was active in Slovenian language on the Italian occupied territory. 

After WWII he dedicated himself to children’s magazines, short stories and recording reminiscences of children, who 

actively participated in WW II. 

The book was designed and illustrated by an architect, graphic designer and dancer Marija Vogelnik (1914-2008), who 

studied architecture under Jože Plečnik, and painting and graphic design in Belgrade. She was a famous designer and 

illustrator of children’s books during and after WWII. 

References: OCLC 439592163.  Neubauer, Henrik: Vogelnik-Grafenauer, Marija (1914–2008). Slovenska biografija. 

Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013. http://www.slovenska-

biografija.si/oseba/sbi803931/#slovenski-biografski-leksikon (15. julij 2018). Izvirna objava v: Slovenski biografski 
leksikon: 14. zv. Vode - Zdešar. Jože Munda et al. Ljubljana, Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti 

Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 1986. 

 

€80.00  

https://www.pahor.de/yugoslavian-educational-book-usodna-igra-the-fatal-game.html


WWII – YUGOSLAVIAN CHILDREN’S FIRST-HAND ACCOUNTS - SOCIALIST PROPAGANDA:  

 

Mi otroci vojne [We, the Children of the War] 
 

A collection of short first-hand accounts on the horrors of the war and written by children during and at the 

end of WWII in Slovenia, was published along with their illustrations in 1962, at the 20th anniversary of the 

Partisan Youth resistance. 
 

Author: Ferdo GODINA (1912-1994), editor.  

Place and Year: Ljubljana: Borec 1962. 

Technique: 8°. 135 pp. with 6 interleaved sheets with black and white illustrations, printed from both sides, 

original illustrated binding with tan linen spine (Very Good, binding with minor wearing on the corners, a stamp of 

a Yugoslav factory on the title page). 

Code: 67231 

 
This is a collection of first-hand accounts of WWII by Slovenian, at the time Yugoslavian children, aged up to 14 years. 

The short stories and letters recount their memories of their houses being burnt down and parents murdered or taken to 

concentration camps. Some of the stories were written by children, who were involved in the war directly as curriers of 

underground mail and press, or as child soldiers.  

The collection also includes letters to children in Kiev, after the liberation of a part of the country by the Soviet army 

and to an unknown teacher in the USA, and a thank you note to Americans, who helped liberating Yugoslavia.  

The collection is accompanied with black and white illustrations, made by children, showcasing the scenes from the war. 

The cover bears an illustration of partisans and children in the woods, transporting sick and wounded, and was made by 

an 11 year old girl.  

The editor Ferdo Godina (1912-1994), was a writer, a representative of the post war Yugoslavian social realism, and a 

Partisan during WWII. His brother Jožef Godina (1898-1986) was a Catholic priest, who left Yugoslavia after WWII 

and was later active in Cleveland among the Yugoslav immigrants.  

The book was published in 1960 as a part of the Yugoslav socialist propaganda.  

References: OCLC 437778964. 

€65.00  

https://www.pahor.de/wwii-yugoslavian-children-s-first-hand-accounts-mi-otroci-vojne-we-the-children-of-the-war.html


CHILDREN'S STORY – YUGOSLAV SOCIALIST PRO-PARTISAN PROPAGANDA:  

 

Mali Smolček. 

 

A children’s story about a young boy helping the partisans and tricking the Nazis, accompanied by high quality 

illustrations by the artist Stane Kumar, was published in 1956 as a part of the Socialist Yugoslav propaganda 

for children.  
 

Author: Venceslav WINKLER (1907 – 1975), author; Stane KUMAR (1910-1997), illustrator.  

Place and Year: Ljubljana: Mladinska Knjiga 1956.  

Technique: Square 8°. [10] with turquoise and black illustrations within text, illustrated card wrappers, stapled 

(Very Good, slightly age-toned in margins, wrappers slightly rubbed on corners and with soft folds). 

Code: 67246 

 

A story about a boy “Smolček” is set in WWII, in a Nazi occupied area. Smolček volunteers to become a spy for 

the partisans, reporting on the numbers of German soldiers in the village. He bravely faces the horrors of the war, 

such as burnt houses, hunger and gun fights, joins the partisans in the snowy forest and is at the end reunited with 

his mother. 

The Slovenian author Venceslav Winkler (1907 – 1975) was himself a partisan during WWII, who was caught and 

imprisoned in a concentration camp on the island Rab. He was active as an author of children’s books before and 
after WWII. 

The illustrator of simple, but powerful turquoise and black illustrations, was Stane Kumar (1910-1997), a 

Slovenian artist, born in Trieste. Kumar studied history of art and archeology, and later art under Ljubo Babić and 

Krsto Hegedušić in Zagreb. A left-wing activist and socialist, he was imprisoned at the Gonars concentration camp 

during WWII by the Fascists. After WWII, Stane Kumar decicared himself mostly to painting and graphic design. 

His favourite subjects came from the world of technology, mostly from the world of railroads and trains. The book 

was published in the after-war period in Slovenia, Yugoslavia, as a part of political propaganda for children, to 

glorify the WWII partisan and socialist movement, which was led by the Yugoslavian president Josip Broz Tito. 

 

€65.00  

https://www.pahor.de/children-s-story-yugoslav-pro-partisan-propaganda-mali-smolcek.html


CHILDREN'S STORY – YUGOSLAV SOCIALIST PRO-PARTISAN PROPAGANDA:  

 

Ognjeni krst Gregca Petelinčka. 

 

A children’s story about a young boy Greg, set in WWII and accompanied by highly decorative illustrations in black 

and red, was published in Yugoslavia in 1960, as a part of political propaganda for children. 
 

Author: France BEVK (1890-1970), author; Tinca STEGOVEC (born 1927). 

Place and Year: Ljubljana: Zavod Borec 1960.  

Technique: 8°. [16] with black and red illustrations within text, original illustrated thick card boards, red linen spine 

(Very Good, with hardly noticeable staining).  

Code: 67245 

 

A story about a boy Gregy “the Rooster”, a boy living with his elderly grandmother, father and sister in a farm, is set in 

WWII, when the area was occupied by Fascist Italy. The Fascist soldiers imprison his father and his sister decides to 

join the Partisan underground movement to fight the Fascists. After Gregy (Gregec), who is left alone on the farm with 

his elderly grandmother, meets a partisan currier and gets into gun fight with the Fascists, he escapes the revenge of the 

soldiers by being smuggled to the Partisans in the forest in a wicker basket and joins the Partisan army himself.  

The text is accompanied by high quality illustrations in red and black by a female academic artist Tinca Stegovec (born 

1927), who was described as a "highly figurative artist and a subtle observer of the world around her and interpersonal 

relations“.  

The text was written by France Bevk (1890-1970), one of the most fruitful authors of children’s stories in Yugoslavia. 

Before WWII, France Bevk, lead one of the last Slavic publishing houses on the Fascist occupied area, which was 

undergoing a strong censorship and eventually banned all non-Italian publications.  

When Italy entered the war, in 1940, Bevk was sent to a prison camp as a political prisoner. He remained there until the 

capitulation of Italy in 1943, after which he joined the Partisans. After the war, France Bevk remained an active writer 

and is today known as an author of numberless popular works, especially stories for children.    

The book was published in the after-war period in Slovenia, Yugoslavia, as a part of political propaganda for children, to 

glorify the WWII partisan and socialist movement, which was led by the Yugoslavian president Josip Broz Tito. 

€65.00  

 

https://www.pahor.de/children-s-story-yugoslav-pro-partisan-propaganda-ognjeni-krst-gregca-petelincka.html


COLD WAR – PROPAGANDA FOR CHILDREN - SKIING MANUAL: 

 

 Pionirji na snegu [The Pioneers in the Snow].  

  

An attractive illustrated manual for skiing, skating and games in the show, written for children under 14 in 

Slovenian language in Yugoslavia, 2 years after WWII, was at the same time a brilliant text, instructing how to 

prepare the youngest for the possible next war in the first year of the Cold War. 
 

Author:  
Place and Year: Ljubljana: Mladinska knjiga, 1947. 

Technique: scuffed on edges).  

Code: 67234 

 

An attractive manual in Slovenian language, printed in 1947, two years after WWII in Yugoslavia and at the 

beginning of the Cold War, gives detailed instructions for skiing, skating and different games in the snow. The 

book was written for the so called Pioneers, children aged between 7 and 14, who had to swear to serve Yugoslavia 
and president Tito, when they entered primary school.  

The book was a valuable source of information, how to train the youngest for the next warfare through the sport 

and play. The manual teaches children, how to survive in the snow, read other people’s trails in the snow, and 
teaches them how to build ice sculptured of tanks and airplanes.  

In the mountain areas of Yugoslavia, moving on skis quickly and unnoticeable, and surviving in the show was of 

vital importance during WWII, and children with good knowledge of these skills were serving as curriers for the 

Partisans in the forests. The trick of fooling the enemies with dummy tanks and planes was widely used in WWII. 

In this manual, children are taught, how to build life-size tanks and planes from ice and snow for fun and 
competition among themselves.  

The text was translated from a Pioneer guidebook in Serbian, and the book was illustrated by a famous Yugoslav / 

Slovenian mountaineer Edvard Derzaj, known also and an artist and author.  

References: OCLC 439239951. 

 

€65.00  

https://www.pahor.de/cold-war-children-propaganda-skiing-manual-pionirji-na-snegu-the-pioneers-in-the-snow.html


CHILDREN’S BOOK - SLOVAK MINORITY IN YUGOSLAVIA - ATOMIC ERA:  

 

KTO JE NAJSILNEJŠÍ? [WHO IS THE STRONGEST?].  

 

An unusual children’s book on the strength of the atoms was made for a Slovakian minority in Bački Petrovac in 

Serbia. 
 

Author: Marija MIJAVEC; Stane KUMAR (1910-1997), illustrator.  

Place and Year: Petrovec (Bačka), Serbia, Yugoslavia: Kultura- Printed by Ljudska pravica in Ljubljana, 1958. 

Technique: Square 8°. 10 pp. with orange and black illustrations within text, original illustrated wrappers, stapled (Very 

Good, wrappers slightly stained, spine slightly scuffed).  

Code: 67221 

 

This unusual book on the strength of the atom was published in Slovak language in 1958 in Bački Petrovac in Serbia, at 

the time in Yugoslavia, a town with a largely Slovak population. The book explaining laws of physics to children with 

text, accompanied with large illustrations in black and orange, was printed and illustrated in Slovenia, in the north of 

Yugoslavia. The Serbian town Bački Petrovac was populated with Slovaks in 1745 and remains until today inhabited 

with mostly Slovak speaking population.  

The illustrator was Stane Kumar (1910-1997), a Slovenian artist, born in Trieste. Kumar studied history of art and 

archeology, and later art under Ljubo Babić and Krsto Hegedušić in Zagreb. A left-wing activist and socialist, he was 

imprisoned at the Gonars concentration camp during WWII by the Fascists. After WWII, Stane Kumar decicared 

himself mostly to painting and graphic design. His favourite subjects came from the world of technology, mostly from 

the world of railroads and trains. 

The book was printed in 1000 examples. We could only trace 2 institutional copies worldwide (Ljubljana City Library, 

National and University Library in Ljubljana; OCLC 440746551).   

References: Krečič, Peter: Kumar, Stane (1910–1997). Slovenska biografija. Slovenska akademija znanosti in 

umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013. http://www.slovenska-

biografija.si/oseba/sbi1016510/#primorski-slovenski-biografski-leksikon (28. julij 2018). Izvirna objava v: Primorski 

slovenski biografski leksikon: 9. snopič Križnič - Martelanc, 2. knjiga. Ur. Martin Jevnikar Gorica, Goriška Mohorjeva 

družba, 1983. 

 

€80.00  

https://www.pahor.de/books/slavica/slovak-minority-in-yugoslavia-atomic-era-kto-je-najsilnejs-i-who-is-the-strongest.html


JOŽE PLEČNIK BOOK DESIGN:  

 

MAKALONCA 

 

The first edition of a novel for children in Slovenian language, was designed in 1958 by the architect Jože 

Plečnik.  
 

Author: Fran SALEŠKI FINŽGAR (1871 - 1962), author; Jože PLEČNIK (1872-1957), illustrator and designer. 

Place and Year: Celje: Mohorjeva družba 1958. 

Technique: Small 8°. 89 pp., [3] with red vignettes and initials, original red and tan wrappers with gilt title 

(slightly stained, soft folds in edges, tiny restored tears around the spine, otherwise in a good condition).  

Code: 67222 

 

A children’s novel about a king’s youngest son, who went to the world to try different professions, and falls in love 

with an emperor’s daughter Makalonca, was designed and illustrated by the Slovenian architect Jože Plečnik, who 

is known for his works in Prague, Vienna and Ljubljana. The text is decorated with highly decorative red vignettes 
and ornaments, based on the Slavic mythology. 

The story, which was written in 1944 by a famous author Fran Saleški Finžgar (1871 - 1962),who based it on a oral 

story he heard from shepherds, comes from a folk’s tales known in all the Slavic countries, as well as on the 
Orient.  

Jože Plečnik was one of the most prominent European architects and designers of the early and mid 20th century. 

He studied under a Viennese architect Otto Wagner and worked in Wagner's architecture office until 1900. His 

architectural works can be seen mostly in Prague, Ljubljana and Vienna. He was also active as a designer and 

amateur archaeologist. The design for this book was one of Plečnik’s last projects and was published one year after 

his death.  

A reprint of the book was published in 1988. 

€95.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/joze-plecnik-book-design-makalonca.html


SKIING MANUAL: Smučarski ABC [The ABC Book of Skiing]. 

 

A rare early pocket manual on skiing was published in Slovenian language in 1933.  
 

Author: Jože KODRAN. 

Place and Year: Ljubljana: published by the author 1933.  

Technique: 12°. 35 pp. with illustrations within text, illustrated card wrappers, stapled (Very Good, very light 

foxing and staining).  

Code: 67247 

 

A pretty, illustrated pocket manual on skiing with an art-deco cover, was written and published by Jože Kodran in 

Ljubljana, Slovenia (at the time in Yugoslavia). The pamphlet includes instructions for skiing techniques as well as 

advertisements for producers of skiing equipment.  

Beside Scandinavia, Slovenia is the country with oldest skiing tradition in Europe. The first skiers were mentioned 

in the country in the 17th century by J. V. Valvasor, in the mountains of Bloke, where locals were using skies in 

the winter to move quicker between huts in the snow. In the 1930s Slovenia, that time a part of the Kingdom of 

Yugoslavia, became one of the leading countries in skiing and ski-jumping, producing many world champions in 

skiing and ski-jumping in the next decades. In 1934 a ski jumping filed in Planica, in the north-west part of the 

country opened, where in 1936 the first jump over 100 m was recorded. In the next years 13 world records in ski-
jumping were achieved there.  

We could only find one institutional example (NUK, Ljubljana).  

References: OCLC Aleš Guèek, Slovenski smučarski slovar, 2001, p. 408. 

 

€55.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/skiing-manual-smuc-arski-abc-the-abc-book-of-skiing.html


SLAVIC PRINTING IN FASCIST ITALY:  

 

NA SKRIVNOSTNIH TLEH [ON SECRET GROUNDS]. 

 

A novel of the Slovenian author was published in Trieste, at the time under Fascist Italy, when the Slavic 

minority and languages were systematically suppressed. 
 

 

Author: Damir FEIGEL (1879-1959). 

Place and Year: Trieste: Književna družina »Luč« 1929.  

Technique: 8°. 120 pp., original green card wrappers with printed title (Very Good, age-toned with tiny tears 

verso).  

Code: 67239 

 

 

A short novel Na skrivnostnih tleh (On Secret Ground) was published by a Slovenian author Damir Feigel (1879-

1959) in Trieste 1929, when the city was under the Fascist government. 

By the late 1920s all the publications in Slovenian language, in the areas, acquired by Italy, had to undergo a 

Fascist censorship and hundreds of thousands of books were destroyed. By the beginning of the 1930 the names of 

all the publishing houses had to be Italianized and in the following years also the names of the authors. By 1940 
the Slavic printing houses were closed. 

References: OCLC 440079101. 

 

€120.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/slavic-printing-in-fascist-italy-brezen-the-pit-3331.html


SLAVIC PRINTING IN FASCIST ITALY:  

 

BREZEN [THE PIT].  

 

A novel of the Slovenian author was published in Trieste, at the time under Fascist Italy, when the Slavic 

minority and languages were systematically suppressed. 
 

 

Author: Damir FEIGEL (1879-1959). 

Place and Year: Trieste: Književna družina »Luč« 1931 

Technique: 8°. 119 pp., original illustrated card wrappers (Very Good, wrappers slightly stained, a tiny part of 

imprint on title page erased).  

Code: 67238 

 

 

A short novel Brezen (The Pit) was published by a Slovenian author Damir Feigel (1879-1959) in Trieste 1931, 

when the city was under the Fascist government. 

By the late 1920s all the publications in Slovenian language, in the areas, acquired by Italy, had to undergo a 

Fascist censorship and hundreds of thousands of books were destroyed. By the beginning of the 1930 the names of 

all the publishing houses had to be Italianized and in the following years also the names of the authors. By 1940 
the Slavic printing houses were closed. 

References: OCLC 444621435 & 440077894. 

 

€120.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/slavic-printing-in-fascist-italy-brezen-the-pit.html


SLOVENIAN ÉMIGRÉS IN AUSTRALIA:  

 

Čisto malo ljubezni: avstraliske črtice [Just a Little Bit of Love: Australian Short Tales].  

 

A first separately published edition of short stories by one of the youngest émigré Yugoslavian female writers, a 

25 year old Neva Rudolf, who moved to Australia after WWII, was issued in Buenos Aires by an émigré press. 

The book was designed by a Buenos Aires based architect Viktor Sulcic.  
 

Author: Neva RUDOLF (1934-2014), author; Viktor SULČIČ (1895-1973); designer.  

Place and Year: Buenos Aires: Slovenska kulturna akcija 1958. 

Technique: 8°. 110 pp., [1], original illustrated wrappers, inserted original pink bookmark with text and a portrait 

(Very Good, binding slightly age-toned). 

Code: 67227 

 

A book with 24 short stories in Slovenian language was written by a young female émigré writer to Australia Neva 

Rudolf (1934-2014). The book was published in Argentina by an émigré press Slovenian Cultural Action 

(Slovenska kulturna akcija) in 1958 and was designed by a Slovenian architect Viktor Sulčič, who was born in 

Trieste, but moved to Argentina in 1924. In 1930s Sulčič drafted several large public buildings in Buenos Aires, 
including a football stadium, but later dedicated his work to design and painting.  

Neva Rudolf (in 1959 married Gaberšček, 1934-2014) was a daughter of a politician, activist an intellectual Ivan 

Rudolf (1898-1962) from Trieste, who was a member of an early anti-Fascist organization before WWII and was 

cooperating with the Allies in Egypt during the war. Neva, encouraged to write from her early age, produces her 

first radio play for children in 1953, at the age of 19. In 1956 she moved to her aunt in Australia, where she wrote 

these short novels, published in Buenos Aires in 1958. In the following year she married and moved to Belgrade, 

where she remained until the fall of Yugoslavia. 

  

References: Mušič, Marjan: Sulčič, Viktor (1895–1973). Slovenska biografija. Slovenska akademija znanosti in 

umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013. 11. zv. Stelè - Švikaršič. Alfonz Gspan et al. Ljubljana, 

Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, 1971; Primorski slovenski biografski leksikon. Goriška Mohorjeva 

družba, Gorica 1974-1994. 

 

€170.00  

https://www.pahor.de/slovenian-emigres-in-australia-c-isto-malo-ljubezni-avstraliske-c-rtice-just-a-little-bit-of-love-australian-short-tales.html


JOSIP BROZ-TITO: 4 ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPHS, CA 1950 -1978. 

 

A set of original fotos of Yugoslavian president Josib-Broz-Tito was made by Yugoslav official photographers, 

for the central agency, which distributed the copies to the national and international newspapers. 
 

 

Author: Various Authors.  

Place and Year: [Yugoslavia: circa 1950-1978].  

Code: 67236 

 

 

1. Beograd. Magyar Képes Újság. Borba (Manuscript verso).  

 
Belgrade [probably ca 1950]. 

Black and white photograph. 12.5 x 17.5 cm (4.9 x 6.9 inches). Very Good, soft folds, manuscript verso. 

Showcases Tito saluting to the members of the Yugoslav army Manuscript notes on the back locate the scene in 

Belgrade, and mention the appearance of the photo in the Hungarian newspaper (Magyar Képes Újság), and the 

Serbian newspaper Borba. 

  

2. 1st May Parade in Zagreb. 1951. 

 
Zagreb: May 1st, 1951.  

Black and white photograph. 17.5 x 24 cm (6.9 x 9.4 inches). Small tear in the upper part, manuscript and a stamp 

verso, otherwise in a good condition.  

The photograph showcase the 1st May parade in Zagreb with a presentations of cannons in front of a large Tito’s 
image. Tito and his higher officials are seated in an elevated area below the portrait. 

  

  

https://www.pahor.de/josip-broz-tito-4-original-photographs-ca-1950-1978.html


3. Štafeta narodne tehnike (Saveza vazduhoplovstva). [The Relay of National Technics. The Association of 

the Aviation].  

 

[Probably Belgrade, May 25st, probably 1950s]. 

Black and white photograph. 12.5 x 17.5 cm (4.9 x 6.9 inches). Very Good, soft folds, manuscript verso.  

The photograph shows a young female pilot presenting a relay to Tito. The Relay, or the Relay of Youth, was an 

all Yugoslavian sporting event, held for Tito’s birthday, May 25th, also called the Day of Youth. A relay was 

carried by young people from Tito’s birthplace in Kumrovac through all large Yugoslavian cities to Belgrade, 

where it was presented to Tito at the stadium. Smaller relays were also organized by different associations and 
firms, to show their loyalty to Tito.  

The relays were often presented by attractive young female workers and members of the army, as Yugoslavia was 

proud to involve women in the post war rebuilding of the country. 

  

4. Tito in conversation with King Carl XVI Gustaf and Queen Silvia of Sweden, IX/78. 

 
Photographer: D. Lipić. 

Belgrade: September 1978.  

Black and white photograph. 17.5 x 24 cm (6.9 x 9.4 inches). Small tear in the upper part, manuscript verso, 
otherwise in a good condition.  

Tito is shown on a sofa between King Carl XVI Gustaf and Queen Silvia of Sweden, engaged in a casual 

conversation. Tito and the Swedish royal couple were on friendly terms, and King Carl XVI Gustaf attended Tito’s 
funeral two years later, I 1980. 

 

€350.00  

  

https://www.pahor.de/josip-broz-tito-4-original-photographs-ca-1950-1978.html
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Daša Pahor (*1977 in Slovenia) holds a PhD in History of Art from the 

University of Ljubljana.  Her doctoral thesis analysed the Tradition of the 

Gothic Architecture in the 16th and 17th Centuries in Slovenia.  She has 

published numerous articles and contributions to anthologies on the topic, 

as well as on Protestant Art in Styria during the 16th century. 

 

A recognized expert on art, architecture and print culture, Daša’s primary 

fields of interest include the Balkans and South-Eastern Europe, with a 

particular focus on objects from the 16th to 20th centuries. 

 

Daša is a member of the ILAB (International League of Antiquarian 

Booksellers).  Apart from her native tongue, Slovenian, she speaks 

German, English, Croatian, French, and Italian fluently, and has a passive 

knowledge of Latin, Czech, Polish, and Spanish. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Alexander (“Alex”) Johnson (*1977 in Canada) holds a PhD in History 

from the University of Exeter, England.  With a doctoral thesis on 

the British Surveys of the Atlantic Seaboard of North America 1764-

1775, Alex is an international authority on cartography, in particular the 

mapping of the former British Empire.  At the Kochi-Muzuris Biennale 

2014-15, he served as the Co-Curator of Cosmography to Cartography, 

India’s first major exhibition of historical maps.  Topics on which he has 

written range from Comanche Native American maps to the ‘Lafreri 

School’ of Italian cartography. 

 

Alex’s career in the antiquarian world began at Christie’s, London, 

where he conducted the research for the sale of the Waldseemüller Globe 

Gores (1507), the ‘Birth Certificate of America,’ and a world auction record for a single-sheet printed 

map.  He subsequently held positions with leading dealers in New York and California.  In September 

2014 he joined his wife Daša at Antiquariat Daša Pahor, where his main field of expertise is objects 

produced in the 17th to 20th centuries. 

 

Within the team of Antiquariat Daša Pahor, Alex is the storyteller.  In line with his passion for historical 

research, he enjoys tracing back the context in which antiquarian pieces were originally created and 

used.  Thus accompanied by intriguing historical facts and details, remarkable objects “come alive” again 

for their contemporary buyers. 

  



Antiquariat Daša Pahor, established in 2006 in Munich, Germany, specializes in rare antiquarian objects from all 

over the world and dating back to the 15th to the 20th centuries.  Specifically, we feature: 

 

          - Maps 

          - Fine travel and exploration books and manuscripts 

          - Unusual printing 

          - 20th Century ephemera and propaganda 

          - Slavic and Turkic 20th century printing and manuscripts. 

  

 

Pursuant to our strong emphasis on quality and authenticity, all of our maps and books are originals.  We do not 

carry reproductions.   As a special service to our clients, we provide particularly remarkable items with detailed 

descriptions and analysis of their origin and history, based on careful expert research.   Another feature much 

appreciated by buyers is that all of our prices are end prices.    

 

We charge no extra fees for shipping and handling, insurance and customs worldwide. 

 

Thanks to this dedication to quality and outstanding service, Antiquariat Daša Pahor has seen swift and steady 

growth.  Over the years, we have successfully served thousands of refined buyers.   Our clientele includes libraries 

and museums in major European and American cities, and we assist private connoisseurs in building legacy 

collections.   

 

 

Antiquariat Daša Pahor is regularly present at several major fairs and exhibitions.  In 2018 please look for us at 

the  

 

          - New York Antiquarian Book Fair, ARMORY, NEW YORK. March 8-11 2018. 

 

          - London International Antiquarian Book Fair, BATTERSEA EVOLUTION. May 24-26 2018. 

 

          - London Map Fair, ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY. June 9-10 2018. 

  

We also attend academic and collectors’ symposia in various international locations. 

  



Antiquariat Daša Pahor GbR 

Alexander Johnson, Ph.D. & Daša Pahor, Ph.D. 

Jakob-Klar-Str. 12 

Germany - 80796 München 

+49 89 27 37 23 52 

www.pahor.de 
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Alle Festbestellungen werden in der Reihenfolge des Bestelleingangs ausgeführt. Das Angebot ist freibleibend. 

Unsere Rechnungen sind zahlbar netto nach Empfang. Bei neuen und uns unbekannten Kunden behalten wir und 
das Recht vor, gegen Vorausrechnung zu liefern. Preise verstehen sich in EUR. Rückgaberecht: 1 Monat.  

Zusendung Weltweit ist kostenlos. 

 

All items are subject to prior sale and are at the discretion of the vendor.  

Possession of the item(s) does not pass to the client until the invoice has been paid in full. Prices are in EURO. All 

items are subject to return within 1 month of date or invoice, provided the item is returned in the same condition as 

which it was sold.  

The vendor offers free worldwide shipping. 


